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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Soybean is one of the key crops necessary to meet the food requirement of the 
increasing global population. However, in order to meet this need, the quality and quantity of 
soybean yield must be greatly enhanced. Soybean yield advancement depends on the presence of 
favorable genes in the genome pool that have significantly changed during domestication. To 
make use of those domesticated genes, this study involved seven cultivated, G. max, and four 
wild-type, G. soja, soybeans. Their genomes were studied from developing pods to decipher the 
molecular mechanisms underlying crop domestication. Specifically, their transcriptomes were 
analyzed comparatively to previous related studies, with the intention of contributing further to 
the literature. For these goals, several bioinformatics applications were utilized, including De novo 
transcriptome assembly, transcriptome abundance quantification, and discovery of differentially 
expressed genes (DEGs) and their functional annotations and network visualizations. The results 
revealed 1,247 DEGs, 916 of which were upregulated in the cultivated soybean in comparison to 
wild type. Findings were mostly corresponded to literature review results, especially regarding 
genes affecting two focused, domesticated-related pod-shattering resistance and seed size traits. 
These traits were shown to be upregulated in cultivated soybeans and down-regulated in wild type. 
However, the opposite trend was shown in disease-related genes, which were down-regulated or 
not even present in the cultivated soybean genome. Further, 47 biochemical functions of the 
identified DEGs at the cellular level were revealed, providing some knowledge about the 
molecular mechanisms of genes related to the two aforementioned subjected traits. While our 
findings provide valuable insight about the molecular mechanisms of soybean domestication 
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attributed to annotation of differentially expressed genes and transcripts, these results must be 
dissected further and/or reprocessed with a higher number of samples in order to advance the field.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 
 
The world’s population is expected to be around 9.5 billion by the 2050s, which is 
nearly 2.3 billion more than the world’s population today (Alexandratos and Bruinsma, 
2012). Correspondingly, global food demand is projected to be roughly doubled and global 
food production must increase by 70 percent in the 2050s, as estimated in 2009 (Fao, 
Global agriculture towards 2050, 2009). Maize, rice, wheat and soybean are producing 
nearly 60% of global agricultural calories. Their production is currently getting higher at a 
rate of 1.0% - 1.5%, which is much lower than the expected 50% - 60% necessary to meet 
the projected food demand in 2050 (Deepak et al., 2013). Therefore, crop productivity 
needs to be increased by developing genetically super cultivars with favorable genes and 
continuously improving agronomy. For crop genetic improvement, the genomic diversity 
of breeding material or gene sources is very important to obtain or improve the targeted 
traits with gaining more favorable genes. However, most of the cultivated crops, such as 
soybean, have lost a significant number of favorable genes due to the intensive natural and 
artificial selection for elite cultivars during their domestication and cultivation. Therefore, 
the quantity of favorable alleles for food production has diminished in crops. Due to 
intensive artificial selection and cultivation, i.e., domestication, it has resulted in a serious 
genetic bottleneck effect on the crop species, and their genetic variation has decreased 
sharply (Hongye and Marilyn, 2004; Guo et al., 2010). Hence, efforts are needed to 
discover novel gene sources to transfer their favorable alleles and genes to elite cultivars. 
These favorable/desirable alleles and genes can be enriched by artificial selection and 
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introduced into elite cultivars by genetic recombination through plant breeding assisted 
with modern molecular technologies such as marker-assisted selection and genetic 
engineering (Cobb et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015). 
Soybean, Glycine max (L.) Merr., is one of the major crops suffering from lack of 
genetic diversity or favorable alleles in its genome. Domestication of soybean and intensive 
plant breeding applications and dramatic soybean genome modifications with the aim of 
meeting fastidious human demand have resulted in a severe genetic bottleneck (Guo et al., 
2010; Li et al., 2010; David et al., 2006). As a result of that case, numerous unique and 
important sequence variants, genetic diversity and desirable genes in the soybean genome 
have lost or decreased sharply (David et al., 2006; Teresa and Gunter, 2013; Hymowitz et 
al., 1980; Guo et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010). Studies have showed that wild soybean, 
Glycine soja Sieb & Zucc, still maintains many of those unique favorable genes and thus, 
this makes wild soybean species a valuable and a desirable source of necessary alleles for 
continued soybean genetic improvement (Li and Olsen, 2016; Lam et al., 2010). In the light 
of this information, studies have been pursued on both cultivated soybean (Schmutz et al., 
2010), its wild relative (Kim et al., 2010), and their comparative analysis (Kim et al., 2012; 
Stupar, 2010; Xinpeng et al., 2014) to reveal the genomic changes and differences which 
have occurred over time between the two types of soybeans and to understand phenotypic 
and morphological effects of genetic loss on domesticated soybean, G. max. These genomic 
discrepancies have caused both types of soybean to have dramatically diverged in 
morphology and physiology, especially in regard to developing pods, seed size and seed 
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shattering. Therefore, these agronomic traits have been the main interest of this thesis. To 
understand these diversifications and their effects on soybean, it is necessary to decipher the 
molecular mechanisms underlying soybean domestication. The results of this research will 
provide valuable knowledge about candidate genes for genetic loss or differentiation and 
their agronomical importance on plants during crop domestication (Teresa and Gunter, 
2013). 
 
This study aimed to provide a deeper insight into mechanisms underlying crop 
domestication by comparatively analyzing the transcriptomes of cultivated soybean, G. 
max, and its wild progenitor, G. soja, using modern DNA sequencing methods and large- 
scale data analysis bioinformatics tools. To achieve these goals, this study has 
accomplished the following steps: (1) sequencing the transcriptomes of developing pods 
of seven and four germplasm lines representing the transcriptomes of developing pods of 
cultivated and wild-type soybean, respectively; (2) comparatively analyzing the 
transcriptomes of both types to discover differentially expressed genes in the developing 
pods and visualize their co-regulation and networks; (3) identifying and comparatively 
analyzing the candidate genes controlling agronomic traits crucial for soybean 
domestication mechanism; and (4) formulating the molecular mechanisms of soybean 
domestication by integrating the results obtained from above analyses. 
1.1 Evolutionary and Domestication History of G. max and G. soja 
 
The soybean genus, Glycine Willd., is a member of the Fabaceae (Leguminosae)  
family, the second largest family of flowering plants consisting of 650 genera and 18,000– 
20,000 species (Doyle and Lucknow, 2003). The species of the Glycine genus have 2n =40 
chromosomes except G. hirticaulis, G. tabacina and G. tomentella (Brown et al., 1987; Singh 
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et al., 1987b; Nguyen et al., 2017). This genus is further classified into two subgenera, 
Glycine and Soja (Moench) F.J. Her. The Glycine subgenus has at least 25 species, 16 of 
which are perennial and the rest annual (Raza et al., 2016). The Soja subgenus contains only 
two species, the wild soybean, G. soja Sieb & Zucc and the cultivated soybean, G. max (L.) 
Merrill. Before these two species existed and originated from a common annual subgenus 
soja, the G. soja/ G. max complex has occurred as a result of two genomic duplications that 
occurred around 59 and 13 million years ago, respectively (Schmutz et al., 2010). Further, 
genetic divergence began around 0.267 ± 0.03 million years ago between G. max and G. 
soja, resulting in genetic loss or novel genetic gain, and a wide range of chromosome 
rearrangements (Lam et al., 2010; Eric et al., 2016). As a consequence of genomic 
differentiation, G. max has diverged from G. soja, and thus it is accepted that G. soja is the 
ancestor of the cultivated soybean (Kim et al., 2010; Lam et al., 2010). The Soja subgenus 
is the most diverse type among soja plants. It originated in northeastern China (Fukuda, 
1933) and is the progenitor of G. max and the cultivated soybean. G. max has been known 
to be domesticated 6000 - 9000 years ago in the central China (Zhao and Gai 2004; Carter 
et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2010) and cultivated approximately 5,000 years ago in and around 
China (Hymowitz and Shurtleff, 2005). 
1.2. Importance of Soybean 
Soybean is a major world-wide grain legume crop. It is known as a high-plant 
protein and oil crop, with an attracting ability of nitrogen-fixation from nature. Therefore, 
the soybean harvested area in the world has increased from 100 million hectare (ha) to over 
120 million ha and production has increased from 225 million tonnes to 335 million tonnes 
between 2006 and 2016. The most important soybean producers in 2016 are the United 
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States, Brazil, Argentina, China, with 103.4, 103, 57, 12.2 million tonnes, respectively 
(http://statistics.amis-outlook.org/data/index.html.). Because global demand for crop 
production is estimated to be doubled by 2050, crop yield, including soybean, needs to be 
increased at a rate of at least 2.4% per year. Although soybean is consumed by humans and 
animals at an increasing rate of around 56% globally as oil-seed production, the current 
soybean yield increase rate is only around 1.3% per year, which is clearly not enough to 
meet future estimated global yield demand (Zhou et al., 2014). 
By 2050, crop production demand globally for all uses is predicted to rise by 
approximately 84% and the demand only for biofuel use is estimated to increase by 86%. 
Soybean yield acreage is needed to increase by 69%, while corn is needed to increase by 
23% for both global food and feed demand. In the 2050s, the required world production of 
soybean is estimated to be about 150% higher than today’s. Because the world-wide 
agricultural harvested area cannot be increased as fast as food demand is, the yield growth 
demand per year, without increasing production area, is necessary to be met for crops, 
including soybean (Lavlu, 2012; Dixon et al., 2001). 
Soybean also has numerous important recognized effects on human health. It 
contains approximately 5 mg of isoflavones per gram of dry weight grain (Linus Pauling 
Institute, 2016), which is a potentially beneficial factor for cardiovascular diseases (Sacks 
et al., 2006). The isoflavones abundant in soybean seeds have been shown to decrease the 
risks of high blood cholesterol levels (Sacks et al., 2006, Qin et al., 2013), respiratory 
infection or prostate cancer (Nutrition and Allergies, EFSA, 2011), and breast cancer (Linus 
Pauling Institute, 2016). The phytic acid contained in soybean acts as an antioxidant that is 
effective in preventing human diseases. Furthermore, the fatty acids of soybean reduce 
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cancers (Vucenik et al., 2003), minimize diabetes (Yoon et al., 1983), and prevent 
inflammation (Sudheer et al., 2004). 
Soybean, G. max, has a number of different kinds of uses because of its high protein 
(~40%) and high quality and amount of oil content (~20%).  Soybean provides more than 
half of the global oil seeds, thus comprising 30% of the oil and ~70% of the proteins in a 
human diet (Lam et al., 2010). Approximately 85% of the world`s soybean is used 
(Soyatech, 2017) as livestock feed because of its high protein and oil content, and for human 
consumption in the form of soybean meal (Schmutz et al., 2010). Soybean is also a very 
important oil source for biodiesel production. Approximately 80% of the domestic 
biodiesel production of the United States has been met by soybean (Natural Biodiesel 
Board, 2008). 
Finally, soybean plays a significant role in the establishment of a sustainable 
agriculture system because it fixes nitrogen from the atmosphere to soil with its symbiotic 
microorganisms called rhizobia (Schmutz et al., 2010; Chung et al., 2014). 
1.3. Genetic Diversity Between G. max and G. soja 
Since the initial domestication and cultivation of soybean, G. max, has diverged 
gradually and dramatically from its wild ancestor, G. soja. In this process, numerous 
genomic changes have occurred, resulting in divergence in a number of morphological and 
physiological characteristics, otherwise known as domestication syndrome (Silvas., 2015; 
Liu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2016). Genes differentiated after domestication of G. max are 
called ‘domestication genes’ and traits affected by those genes are called ‘domestication- 
related traits’ (Doebley et al., 2006). Domestication-related genes are those significantly 
affecting domestication-related traits, such as seed size, weight and color, plant height, 
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growth determinacy, flowering and maturity time, lodging (Zhou et al., 2015), seed 
hardiness and pod dehiscence that causes pod shattering (Chachalis and Smith, 2000). In 
dicotyledonous plants like soybean, there is a dehiscence zone called ventral suture on 
seeds. The cells in this zone have a major role in seed shattering mechanisms because the 
dehiscence of the zone is dependent on adhesion force between those cells. The more 
gravitation between cells occurs, the less dehiscence will a plant pod have. Pod shattering 
results in shattering of ventral sutures on the pod. The result of pod shattering is dispersion 
of seeds, which is an effective method for seed propagation, especially in many wild-type 
species (Dong et al., 2017). While some crop domestication traits are controlled by a small 
number of genes, qualitative traits, (Li et al., 2013), most of them, especially those related 
to seed quality, are quantitatively inherited and controlled by a relatively larger number of 
genes (Schmutz et al., 2010). 
During its cultivation, selection pressure has been carried out on soybean and the 
genetic diversity remaining in the genomic pool of cultivated type has been gradually 
reduced. This artificial selection pressure is called selective sweep, the hitchhiking effect 
or genetic draft, which is the intensive selection of plants according to desirable traits. 
Since soybean has been exposed to a genetic bottleneck, genetic differences exist between 
the cultivated and wild soybeans (Guo et al., 2010; Davit et al., 2006). 
 1.3.1 Morphological Differences 
As a result of genomic variation and differentiation, the expression profiles of genes 
have changed, and that differentiation has given rise to numerous morphological differences 
and ultimately, specification (Carrol, 2008; Romeo et al., 2012). Generally, G. max has 
large shiny yellow seeds, while its wild relatives have small black seeds (Zhou et al., 2015). 
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One of the most important morphological chances, often considered to be a domestication 
trait, is the seed size/weight of soybean. The seed weight of domesticated soybean has 
increased by approximately 15 times, relative to that of wild-type seeds. The seed size of 
G. max, which is one of the most important agronomical concerns, is much bigger than that 
of G. soja (Chen and Nelson, 2004). The number of seeds produced by the cultivated 
soybean has diminished by 8.2 times and the seed weight per plant of the cultivated soybean 
is roughly >32% higher (>9 g per 100 seeds) than wild-type soybean seed weight (<3 gram 
per 100 seeds). Moreover, despite the fact that the shape and color of pods of both types are 
almost the same and the number of seeds per pod has not changed, the cultivated soybean 
has 4.7 times bigger pods than the wild soybean. In plant structure, while G. soja has never-
erect stem and low small stem ratio, G. max has a relatively thicker and erect stem (Chen and 
Nelson, 2004). The leaf surface area of the cultivated soybean is 2.6 times greater than that 
of the wild soybean. On the other hand, the wild soybean is much taller and has a much 
higher number of branches than the cultivated soybean (Steven et al., 1980; Silvas et al., 
2015). The root length and volume of the cultivated soybean has increased by at least 25%, 
relative to those of the wild-type (Silvas et al., 2015). Even though both cultivated and 
wild soybeans have the same shape and color of flower, purple, G. max may also have a 
white colored flower (Steven et al., 1980). Moreover, another prominent domestication 
trait is seed shattering. G. soja has a severe shattering before plant maturity to promote long-
distance seed dispersal. This highly undesirable trait gives rise to a considerable amount of 
yield loss but this dispersal capability is mostly removed from the cultivated types of 
soybean and other crops (Teresa and Gunter, 2013). 
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1.3.2. Physiological (Seed Ingredient or Chemical) Differences 
In addition to their phenotypic differences, the cultivated and wild soybeans have 
seed ingredient differences. G. max seeds consist 41.0% of proteins, 20.0% of fat including 
3% of saturated fat, 5.3% of ash, 2.7% – 3.9% of crude fibers and 25.0% of carbohydrates 
(Nutrient Data Laboratory, USDA, 2016). These nutritional values were much lower for the 
G. soja seeds (Raboy et al., 1984), as their seed oil content is only 8% (Trupti et al., 
2013). As a daily value, 100 grams of the cultivated soybean seeds comprise proteins 
(36%), dietary fibers (37%), iron (121%), manganese (120%), phosphorus (101%) and 
several B vitamins, including folate (94%). The chemical components of the cultivated 
soybean seeds include vitamin K, magnesium, zinc and potassium. Among the staple foods 
consumed by humans, such as wheat, corn, rice, potato, cassava, sweet potato, yam, 
sorghum, plantain, etc., G. max seeds have the highest content of proteins, fat, calcium, 
vitamin C, thiamin B1, folate total (B9), saturated fatty acids, monounsaturated fatty acids, 
and polyunsaturated fatty acids. Soybean seed oil is also a good source of omega-6 and 
omega-3 with a ratio of 7:1 (Nutrient data laboratory, USDA, 2016). In comparison, G. soja 
seeds are much lower in oil (<130 mg) and oleic acid (<140 mg) contents but have a higher 
linoleic acid (<140 mg) concentration.  G. max has higher oil (>185 mg), higher oleic 
acid (>190 mg) and lower linoleic acid concentration (<95 mg) (Chen and Nelson, 2004).  
1.3.3. Genomic Differences 
Although the cultivated soybean has gained numerous favorable and desirable 
alleles, genes or traits during domestication (Chen and Nelson, 2004; Teresa and Gunter, 
2013), it has lost many rare sequence variants, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 
and nucleotide diversity (Li et al., 2013), and undergone changes of frequency of numerous 
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alleles (Hymowitz et al., 1980). Lack of allelic diversity has been established in the 
cultivated soybean genome throughout its domestication history (Zhou et al., 2015; Guo et 
al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010). Furthermore, the wild soybean has retained a high level of 
crucial allelic pool. The unique alleles retained in the wild soybean make it extremely 
valuable for genetic improvement of the cultivated soybean because these alleles are vital 
for gaining agronomical traits important to the modern soybean and restraining genetic loss 
in the cultivated type. From agronomical perspectives, both types of soybeans are naturally 
self-pollinated, but they can occasionally become cross-pollinated at a ratio of 0.04% -
4.52% (Ray et al., 2003). Because the wild and cultivated soybeans have no sexual barrier 
to hybridize with each other and their chromosomes exhibit normal meiotic chromosome 
mating, they are capable of generating fertile hybrids (Kim et al., 2010). For these reasons, 
G. soja is a fundamental gene resource to enhance the allelic pool of G. max through 
introgression of beneficial alleles from the wild-type to the cultivated soybean (Li et al., 
2013). Thereby, the wild-type soybean can maintain and enhancing the cultivated soybean 
genome by providing desired alleles. This reveals the need for the wild soybean to be 
protected and paid attention to (Lam et al., 2010). 
The soybean genome has been extensively studied to quantify the genetic variation 
between genotypes of interest using molecular markers (Chen and Nelson, 2004) and by 
QTL mapping (Liu et al., 2007). After the first sequence of G. max (Schmutz et al., 2010), 
as well as that of G. soja, (Kim et al., 2010) became available in 2010, comprehensive 
comparative genomics studies have been conducted on both the cultivated and wild-types 
of soybean (Trupti et al., 2013). Comparative genome analysis between the two species has 
swiftly accelerated, especially with the recent development of high-throughput sequencing 
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(HTS), or next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, to discover genomic differences 
between the cultivated and wild-type soybeans. It has been reported that 81% of the rare 
alleles and 50% of genetic diversity has been lost in the cultivated soybean and further, 
60% of the genes have had substantial allelic frequency changes throughout soybean 
domestication (David et al., 2006). Although elite soybean cultivars have maintained 72% 
of the sequence diversity, they have lost almost 80% of rare alleles with a frequency of ≤ 
0.10, relative to the Asian landraces (David et al., 2006). In another comparative genomic 
study, it has been seen that the sequence difference between the two species was 3.76%, 
including 0.267% substituted bases (SNPs), 0.043% of inserted/deleted bases (InDels) and 
3.45% of large deleted sequences in the G. soja genome. Paired-end sequence alignment 
of the G. soja genome against that of its cultivated relative revealed 5,794 deletions, 194 
inversions and 8,554 insertions in the G. soja genome. Moreover, 712 presence-absence  
variation  (PAV)  genes  were  found  between  these  two  genomes. 
Additionally, it was observed that the G. max genome was devoid of 28 disease 
resistance or metabolism-related genes that were found in the G. soja genome (Kim et al., 
2010; Kim et al., 2012). Some differences of genes have led the cultivated soybean to gain 
important traits, such as increased size of seeds, higher oil and protein contents, higher 
resistance to pod shattering, etc (Li and Olsen, 2016). However, due to the divergence 
between the two species at the genomic and allelic levels, some genes conferring tolerance 
to dehydration stress (Chena et al., 2006), disease and pest resistance (Kim et al., 2012), 
salt tolerance (Lam et al., 2010; Xinpeng et al., 2014), chilling and dehydration stress (Chen 
et al., 2006) and a high lutein content (Kanamaru et al., 2006) have been observed in the 
wild soybean, but are absent or much fewer in its cultivated relative. These absent genes 
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can be readily transferred into G. max through traditional or molecular breeding, because 
the wild and cultivated soybeans can readily hybridize with each other and exhibit normal 
meiotic chromosome pairing. For that reason, the wild soybean is a great resource of alleles 
and novel genes for cultivated soybean improvement (Stupar, 2010). 
1.4. Motivation of the Study 
To help feed the growing global population, more endeavors are needed to improve 
the quality and quantity of agronomical plant species such as crops (Deepak et al., 2013). 
Soybean is one of the major crops feeding the world (Zhou et al., 2014). During 
domestication, the soybean genome has duplicated, having resulted in loss and mutation of 
numerous genes and alleles. Because of the genetic bottleneck caused by intensively 
artificial selective sweeps, the cultivated soybean has differentiated genomically and 
morphologically from its wild ancestor, G. soja. As a consequence, the allelic structure and 
frequency of the cultivated soybean has changed extremely (David et al., 2006). Although 
those allelic chances have allowed the cultivated soybean to gain some agronomically 
important traits, like better seed quality, they have also given rise to loss of some alleles 
contributing to some high-quality characters, such as disease resistance (Kim et al., 2012). 
To regain and improve those high-quality traits in the cultivated soybean, especially pod 
shattering, which is one of the main reasons to lose yield, and increased seed size, which is 
a very favorable trait, we need to enhance or transfer those crucial and favorable alleles 
and genes from the wild-type to the cultivated soybean. This process could be enhanced 
and accelerated by deciphering the molecular mechanisms of soybean domestication, 
especially those differentiating the domestication traits. Although some efforts have been 
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made to understand those molecular mechanisms, additional studies are still clearly needed 
(Lam et al., 2010). 
In this study, we aimed to provide a deeper insight into the molecular mechanisms 
of soybean domestication by comparatively analyzing the developing pod transcriptomes 
of a selection of germplasm lines representing the wild and cultivated soybeans. 
Transcriptome comparative analysis has been used for identification of genes underlying 
domestication-related traits (Daniel et al., 2013; Olsen and Wendel, 2013; Yoo and Wendel, 
2014). Because the seed size and pod shattering traits are two of the most important  
domestication traits (Song et al., 2007; Shomura et al., 2008), we have focused in our study 
on those traits affected by domestication-related differentially expressed genes between 
wild and cultivated soybean. Furthermore, we have examined the molecular divergences 
between the wild and cultivated soybeans based on the developing pod transcriptomes, 
which have provided new knowledge for improving genetic structure of soybean and 
enhancing favorable allelic frequency and diversity in the cultivated soybean. Gene 
expression differentiation is known to play a prominent role in morphological divergence 
and ultimately, specification of plants (Carrol, 2008; Romeo et al., 2012). 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
There is no doubt that one of the most revolutionary explorations has been the 
discovery and sequencing the hereditary material of living creatures. Researchers aspired 
to find out the structure and sequence of DNA and RNA, and have been successful (Watson 
and Crick, 1953; Holley et al., 1965). Following such successes, some different sequencing 
techniques have been developed to make sequencing faster and cheaper (Sanger et al., 
1965; Maxam and Gilbert, 1977). Sequencing was done manually until the 1990s, 
beginning in the 1950s when first generation automated DNA sequencing machines were 
developed (Ansorge et al., 1987; Prober et al., 1987; Swerdlow and Gesteland, 1990). These 
machines enabled the sequence of genomic materials to be much longer than that of 
sequences done manually (Staden, 1979). This technology allowed the speed and quantity 
of sequencing to accelerate sharply and the workload and cost of sequencing to decrease 
dramatically, especially after second generation sequencing technologies were launched 
(Shendure and Ji, 2008). Shortly later in 2013, third generation machines were produced 
(Eisenstein, 2012), and it is predicted that development of sequencing technologies will 
continue to advance. 
After using RNA-seq methods, high-throughput sequencing technologies have been 
especially successful, thriving on mapping and quantifying transcriptomes (Marioni et al., 
2008; Wang et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2009). These machines used RNA extracted from 
organisms of interest as input to construct RNA-seq libraries. These libraries have been 
used in computational applications to dissect the genome in order to get deeper knowledge 
about molecular mechanisms of organisms (Garber et al., 2011). 
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To sequence RNA-seq libraries, the first approach involves genome-guided 
alignment, which is based on a reference genome taken from a model organism. This 
approach has quickly become a standard method for transcriptome studies (Haas et al., 
2013). Nonetheless, the need for studying sequencing on non-model genomes caused the 
de novo method to be developed in 2008. To identify allelic diversity in wild soybean, the 
method of genome alignment against a reference genome has been used (Lam et al., 2010). 
On the other hand, assembling has been done using the de novo sequencing method (Wang 
et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2009). Comparative analysis studies have shown that results of both 
reference-based alignment and de novo assembly method were almost the same (Lam et al., 
2010). The number of SNPs discovered using both sequencing methods in wild soybean 
genomes was around 95-99%. In both methods, the amount of SNP was found to be 35% 
in the wild-type genome and 5% in cultivated soybean genome, and those SNPs have been 
found to be highly effective in the genes they are found in. It can be deduced from these 
results that wild soybean genome has much more allelic diversification than cultivated 
soybean genome. Additionally, in Lam`s research, 856 annotated genes were isolated from 
two different species of soybean using the de novo method, and it was seen that 40% of 
those genes were involved in metabolic and catalytic process in the cell. Further, it was 
inferred that half of annotated resistance-related genome sequences and 28 cellular 
metabolism-related genes were absent in all cultivated accessions (Lam et al., 2010).  
Plant domestication mechanisms have taken much attention amongst plant breeders 
and plant molecular breeders (Teresa and Gunter, 2013). Deciphering molecular 
mechanisms of crop domestication benefitting from high-throughput sequencing 
technologies and comparative bioinformatic analysis of transcriptomes taken from plants 
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of interest increasingly helps those improvements. During domestication, plants have had 
different characteristics, known as domestication syndrome, including seed 
shattering/size/color and plant height, flowering and maturing time, determinacy, lodging, 
number of leaf and branch etc. To enhance our knowledge about soybean domestication 
mechanisms, especially about two domestication traits including pod dehiscence and seed 
size/weight, we have examined previous surveys applied on comparative soybean 
mechanisms. 
Seed shattering or the pod dehiscence trait is one of the most important traits 
which plants selected against during domestication. This trait has been interesting for 
researchers, so there have been some studies to decipher pod dehiscence mechanism. One 
of those studies has found quantitative trait loci (QTL) in the soybean genome, which has 
a high-level control on the qPDH1 trait (Suzuki et al., 2009). qPDH1 was understood to 
be a sort of protein coding locus, having a function of lignin biosynthesis and providing 
lignin deposition on pod walls, which results in the forcing of pod walls to dehiscence. This 
protein in cultivated soybean is transformed into a non-functional gene by a stop codon in 
pDH1 loci in order to have indehiscent pods (Funatsuki et al., 2014). This phenomenon is 
mentioned as one of the mechanisms of pod dehiscence trait (Dong and Wang, 2015). In 
rice, the Shattering4 (Sh4) gene has been found to be associated with the shattering trait. 
This gene is effective to enhance pod dehiscence in wild rice, and thus, the expression of 
shattering-related allele is decreased in cultivated rice to decrease shattering of seeds (Li 
et al., 2006). Annihilation of only a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the qSH1 
region results in reduction of shattering gene expression in cultivated rice. SH5 is another 
gene which is homologous to qSH1 found in Oryza sativa genome and some rice species 
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(Li et al., 2013). That gene also causes reduction of the expression of shattering by 
promoting abscission layer occurrence. SH5 also favorably regulates Sh4 to promote 
development of the abscission layer on the pod of soybean (Yoon et al., 2014). The 
abscission layer is the main physical cause of grain separation from the pedicel (Li et al., 
2006). It is affected by the Sh4 gene, which positively regulates SHAT1 expression in the 
abscission layer (Zhou et al., 2012). In other QTL study, the Sh4 allele of wild species has 
been observed to cause shattering dominantly in rice (Li et al., 2006). In sorghum, the Sh1 
gene manipulates the expression of the abscission layer, contributing to seed shattering. 
This gene is also found to affect shattering-related genes in other cereals, such as in maize 
and rice (Lin et al., 2012). The other gene controlling cell wall biosynthesis in the 
abscission zone is SpWRKY gene, which has a negative effect on genes controlling cell wall 
biosynthesis in Sorghum propinquum. However, the SpWRKY gene was not artificially 
selected against pod dehiscence trait during cultivation (Tang et al., 2013). 
Pectin, found primarily in the cell wall, is a high pod shattering-related carbohydrate 
(Braidwood et al., 2013). Because pectin and cellulose are highly important components 
of the cell wall (Jung and Park, 2013; Muriira et al., 2015) and the hydrolases enzyme has 
negative affect on pectin formation, they play an important role in cellular metabolism 
controlled by genes related to the pod dehiscence trait. Analysis of GO and KEGG 
metabolic enrichment pathways of some unigenes (DEGs) encoding hydrolase enzymes and 
cell wall modifications in a study (Dong et al., 2017), showed that these genes break down 
glycosidic bonds of pectin and cellulose in cell walls and result in dehiscence of the cell 
wall in the ventral suture of the pod, resulting in the high tendency for pod- shattering. 
Thus, they were upregulated in shattering-susceptible Vicia sativa species and highly 
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involved in hydrolase activity and carbohydrate metabolic process. Dong`s findings showed 
that many shatter-related hydrolases were enriched in the “extracellular region,” 
“membrane,” and “cytoplasm” in the cellular component terms. On the other hand, expansin 
non-enzymatic protein families, the same family the pectin protein is in, has been dissected 
by Muhammad et al. (2017), Xinxin et al. (2015) and Cosgrove (2015), in soybean root. 
Because expansin causes cell wall stress relaxion (McQueen and Cosgrove, 1995), it helps 
plants to be resistant against cell wall degradation.  
Seed size/weight is the other primary domesticated trait and a main factor 
controlling yield potential in soybeans (Song et al., 2007; Shomura et al., 2008). Some 
researchers have taken successful steps to investigate the molecular mechanisms of seed 
size/weight of plants, especially after NGS techniques were used. In a study with paired- 
end reads using Illumina platforms, the Glyma03g35520.1 gene has found most likely to 
contribute to seed size/weight in soybean (Li et al., 2013). This gene is known to be 
orthologous to the Filling1 (GIF1) gene found in rice (Ross-Ibarra, 2005). This 
domestication gene plays an important role in carbohydrate metabolism, resulting in grain 
development and higher seed weight in rice (Wang et al., 2008). Furthermore, the Terminal 
Flower 1 (TFL1) gene found in sunflower was also orthologous to the GIF1 gene 
(Blackman et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013). Further, previous research has revealed that the 
WRKY gene family is involved in some biological functions in Arabidopsis (Vanderauwera 
et al., 2012) and in Tobacco (Yu et al., 2012). Due to SoyWRKY15 gene regulation of seed 
size, pod and seed development, and its higher expression level during pod development, 
we can deduce that it is clearly a domestication-related trait (Yongzhe et al., 2016). These 
genes have been supported in other research; it was found that GsWRKY15a in the G. soja 
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genome and GmWRKY15a in the G. max genome, which were members of WRKY-like 
gene family (SoyWRKY), have been observed to be differentially expressed in both species 
during pod development. The plant WRKY protein family has control over some biological 
processes including immune response, developmental processes and abiotic stress (Rushton 
et al., 2010), seed development (Sun et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2005) and embryogenesis 
(Alexandrova and Conger, 2002; Lagacé and Matton, 2004). The GsWRKY15a gene is 
related to seed size variation in wild-type soybean. The expression level of the 
GmWRKY15a gene in G. max was higher than GsWRKY15a gene in G. soja. These research 
findings suggest that the SoyWRKY15a (GmWRKY15a and GsWRKY15b) orthologous 
genes play an important role in the improvement of seed/pod size and seed development. 
Soybean also includes the P450/CYP78A gene family, which greatly contributes 
to seed and pod size development as in Arabidopsis (Adamski et al., 2009; Fang et al., 
2012). During soybean cultivation, the GmCYP78A10 gene underwent selective sweeps. 
While the GmCYP78A10a allele is found in G. soja significantly more than in G. max, the
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GmCYP78A10b allele is present in G. max in a much greater amount compared to that of in 
G. soja. Furthermore, seed weight variety with GmCYP78A10b is slightly higher than that 
of with GmCYP78A10a. ANOVA analysis of seed weight, width and thickness index of 
soybean showed that GmCYP78A10b is significantly more effective than GmCYP78A10a. 
Compared to the effect of the GmCYP78A10a gene, the genetic effect of GmCYP78A10b is 
measured to be 7.2% higher in terms of seed weight but 5.8% lower in terms of in pod 
number. Since the GmCYP78A10b allele has been the main selection criteria during soybean 
cultivation, the seed weight of the cultivated soybean has been higher, while pod number 
got slightly lower. Therefore, it has been deduced that there is a negative correlation between 
seed weight and pod number (Xiaobo et al., 2015). 
A BIG BROTHER (BB) allele was found to encode a novel E3 ubiquitin ligase, 
which negatively regulates organ size of Arabidopsis, primarily the size of leaves and 
petals (Disch et al., 2006). The QTL BB allele is located in the locus tagged with 
AT3G63530 in the genome. Another gene having an effect on ubiquitin activity in 
Arabidopsis is the DA1 gene, which is orthologous to the BB gene (Li et al., 2008). The 
DA1 gene has more of an effect on seed size, rather than petal or another organ size. This 
gene encodes the ubiquitin receptor, which restricts the period of cell proliferation that 
causes smaller organ size, like the BB gene does. To prove this claim, Li and colleagues 
applied a mutation on the DA1 gene to make it the da1-1 (EOD1) gene so that it could be 
observed whether the period of cell proliferation was limited to decreased seed and some 
other organ size. The result of down-regulation of DA1 gene expression has resulted in the 
phenotypic enhancement of both seed and organ size. (Li et al., 2008). Additionally, 
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another research study (Liang et al., 2014) reported that Ubiquitin-specific Protease15 
(UBP15) has a positive effect on seed and plant size in Arabidopsis. UBP15 is encoded by 
Suppresor2 of DA1 (SOD2) gene; overexpression of this gene increases seed size. This 
gene`s QTL is tagged with AT1G17110. 
Zhao has revealed that up-regulation of GmCYP78A72 gene expression in soybean 
and Arabidopsis contributes to bigger pea and bean size. However, research has shown that 
the CYP78A gene family has interaction with each other. It has been observed that 
GmCYP78A57 and GmCYP78A72 have similar expression because of genome duplication 
millions of years ago. For that reason, silencing of only the GmCYP78A72 gene was not 
shown to have a negative effect on seed size since other CYP78A family members, 
particularly GmCYP78A57, equally affected seed size (Zhao et al., 2016). From this, we 
can conclude that in order to enhance seed size, we must consider enhancing of at least two 
genes of that gene family. 
It has been seen in Liangfa`s research that the BIG SEED1 (BS1) gene is one of the 
major genes negatively controlling the size of lateral organs such as leaves, seed pods, and 
seeds. Two orthologs of BS1 were identified in the soybean genome named GmBS1 
(Glyma10g38970) and GmBS2 (Glyma20g28840). After down-regulating expression of 
those BS1 genes using an artificial microRNA, leaf, pod and seed size was increased around 
50% in soybean and likely also in other legumes. 
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3.3. METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
3.1 Materials 
3.1.1 Plant Materials 
Eleven soybean germplasm lines (Table 1) requested from the USDA Soybean 
Germplasm Collection, Urbana, Illinois, were used for this research, with seven 
representing the cultivated type of soybean and four representing the wild-type of soybean 
(Table 1). Of these 11 germplasm lines, William 82 is included as the reference because it 
has been sequenced as the genetic model of soybean genetic and genomic research. All 
plant materials were planted in a greenhouse for pod tissue sampling for transcriptome 
analysis and domestication-related trait phenotyping. 
 
 
 
Table 1 Information of germplasms used for data analysis is shown in this table. 
 
Sample ID Accession Name Seed 
Source 
Species 
 
 
 
 
Cultivated 
Soybean 
548655 
291312 
437356 
518671 
408342 
567452 
567361 
Forrest 
N/A 
Ussurijscaja 19 
William 82 
N/A 
Huang Mei Dou 
Lu Fang Huang 
11S-8005 
10U-7197 
06U-3485 
11U-31681 
03S-5163 
05U-1649 
05U-1640 
G. max 
G. max 
G. max 
G. max 
G. max 
G. max 
G. max 
 
Wild 
Soybean 
407027 
423995 
407275 
483463A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
97Sg-68 
99Uc-1078 
98Uc-173 
98Uc-316 
G. soja 
G. soja 
G. soja 
G. soja 
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3.1.2 Plant Growing and Sampling 
The germplasm lines were planted in two-gallon pots, with each line planted in five 
pods and each pot having two plants. The plants were grown at 24 - 28˚C with a 14 h light 
and 10 h dark cycle. Fertilization has been applied, as necessary, during plant growth and 
development (Jack`s Fertilizer, 20:20:20 general purpose). Because pod shattering and seed 
size variations are crucial to soybean domestication (Dong et al., 2014; Epimaki et al., 
1996), developing pods that are significant for these traits were sampled 14 days after 
flowering, frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately and then stored at -80oC for transcriptome 
sequencing. The phenotypes of leaf length and width, pod length and width, number of 
pods per plant, number of seeds per pod, and seed size/weight were measured. 
Seed weights of each line have been obtained. Ninety-nine leaves have been 
collected as measurement samples, nine for each germplasm, and their height and width 
were recorded. Three of nine leaves from the top, three from the middle and three from the 
bottom side were collected from each germplasm. 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1. RNA Extraction, RNA Qualification and RNA-seq Library Preparation 
We took approximately 100 mg of the frozen developing pods of each sample to 
extract total RNA. The pod tissues were first ground into a fine powder in liquid nitrogen 
using a mortar and pestle. Then, total RNA was isolated using the Spectrum™ Plant Total 
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RNA Kit. The DNA contaminants, if any, in the RNA were removed by digestion with the 
On-column DNase Digest Set as described by the manufacturer (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis). 
The integrity and quantity of the RNA were checked with an Experion™ Automated 
Electrophoresis System using Experion mRNA StdSens chips (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., 
Hercules). The RNAs with an RNA quality index (RQI) of 9.0 or higher- with an RQI of 
10.0 for perfect integrity- were used for shotgun RNA sequencing. 
Massager RNA was purified and used to synthesize cDNA and shotgun RNA-seq 
libraries were constructed. These were accomplished using the TruSeq RNA sample Prep 
Kit v2 (Figure 1). The high-throughput sequencing technology Illumina platform, HiSeq 
2000, was utilized to sequence the RNA-seq libraries. We used the Illumina platform 
because it could consistently generate quality sequencing reads, with the lowest cost per 
base and the highest base sequencing output (https://www.illumina.com/products/by- 
type/sequencing-kits/library-prep-kits/truseq-rna-v2.html). The RNA-seq reads were used 
for several purposes, including assembling the transcripts of each gene using the De novo 
transcriptome assembly, quantifying gene and transcript expressions in the developing 
pods, looking for transcripts and genes differentially expressed between the cultivated and 
wild-type soybeans, discovering novel gene structure and SNP/InDel mutations, identifying 
alternatively spliced isoforms, discovering biological functions for each differentially 
expressed gene and determining co-expression networks of the domestication-related genes 
within and between the cultivated and wild-type soybeans. 
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Figure 1 RNA-seq library preparation and sequencing. After obtaining mRNA, it is 
fragmented while cDNA is synthesized. Then, adapters were specifically designed for 
Illumina sequencing, and ligated to synthesized and fragmented cDNAs. Finally, the 
RNA-seq cDNA libraries were amplified by PCR and are sequenced. 
 
 
 
As the sequencing reads of the Illumina platform would increase in errors with the 
increase of the read length, a 100-base paired-end reads (100PE) module was used for the 
RNA-sequencing to balance the read length and sequencing quality. The shot-gun RNA- 
seq data for each germplasm line consisted of 10 – 15 million clean reads in FASTQ format. 
These depths have been previously approved to be sufficient for our research purposes 
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(Magoc and Salzberg, 2011). Additionally, we used the PE module for the sequencing, due to 
the fact that it provides more read information, improves within-gene isoform frequencies 
and gives improved accuracy of transcriptome abundance estimation over SE (Katz et al., 
2010; Nicolae et al., 2010). 
3.2.2. Clean Read Preparation 
NGS resulted in raw short sequence reads in FASTA or FASTQ format (Dundar et 
al., 2015). The raw data were transformed into clean reads so that they could be used for 
downstream transcriptome analysis, such as de novo transcript assembly (Zhao et al., 
2011), transcript and gene expression quantification (Li and Dewey, 2011), transcript and 
gene differential expression analysis (Michael et al 2014), and gene annotation (Götz et al., 
2011). Therefore, the raw short-sequence data produced by the Illumina HiSeq 2000 
platform were subjected to several treatments, including adaptor trimming, quality control 
and read normalization. We accomplished those treatments with a programming language 
syntax called the Trinity Bioconductor package. First, the adapters of the reads were 
trimmed, based on a threshold of Phred Q20 and a trimming cutoff of 50 base pairs (bp). 
This step was performed using the ‘trimmomatic’ software bundled with the Trinity 
package (Haas et al., 2013) Then, quality control was done by removing low-quality reads 
by the FastQC option in the Trinity software. The last step of the clean read preparation 
process was the normalization of the read depth, achieved by running the RSEM software 
bundled with the Trinity package. RNA-seq by Expectation Maximization (RSEM) is a 
software package for estimating gene and isoform expression levels from RNA-Seq data 
(Li and Dewey, 2011).  
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3.2.3. De novo Transcript Sequence Assembling from RNA-seq Data 
Two methods have been utilized to assemble full-length transcripts from the NGS 
short reads: alignment of the clean reads against a present reference genome sequence and 
direct assembly of transcripts, without any genome sequence guidance, called de novo 
assembly. The first method takes advantage of availability of a well-assembled genome of 
the organism under study. Nevertheless, even though there is a well-assembled genome 
available, the results could differ across different genome assembly versions and because 
the genome is much more complex than transcripts, it is far more difficult to accurately 
assemble. Therefore, the de novo assembly method has been one of the methods of choice 
for transcript assembly (Haas et al., 2013). Due to its non-requirement for a well-assembled 
reference genome, the de novo assembly method allows researchers to comprehensively 
investigate the transcriptome of any organism (Martin et al., 2011). In this study, although 
the genomes of cultivated (Schmutz et al., 2010) and wild-type (Kim et al., 2010) soybeans 
have been sequenced, the de novo method was utilized to assemble the transcripts, because 
some studies showed that the de novo transcript assembly method ensures superior results, 
including a higher proportion of reads mapping to a transcript assembly and therefore more 
accurate quantification of its expression, a higher recovery capability of widely expressed 
genes, statistics of N50 length, and a larger total number of assembled transcripts, etc. 
(Loren et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2011). 
Trinity software was used to conduct de novo assembly of the transcripts of each 
germplasm line, since it is a very efficient program to collaborate with the downstream 
third-party analysis tools used in this study, such as RSEM (Li and Dewey, 2011) for 
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transcript and gene expression quantification, and EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) and 
DESeq2 (Michael et al., 2014) for gene differential analysis. The RNA-seq clean reads were 
used for assembling the sequences of each gene and transcript expressed in the developing 
pods using the Trinity package. The Trinity software uses K-mer (K = 25) (Figure 2a) 
for the transcript sequence assembly by default. The gap free full-length alignment starts 
with RNA-seq clean reads being partitioned into many independent de Bruijn graphs 
(preferably one graph per expressed gene) (Figure 2b). These graphs are computed in 
parallel with increased algorithm to construct full-length transcripts and alternatively spliced 
isoforms (Garber et al., 2011). After Trinity divides the sequence reads into many 
individuals de Bruijn graphs, it processes each graph independently to construct full-length 
splicing isoforms. To split the transcripts stemmed from paralogous genes, three different 
modules are applied including Inchworm, Chrysalis and Butterfly (Figure 3). 
Trinity starts with Inchworm module which constructs contigs. Contigs are 
constructed according to overlapping of K-mers. Then, Chrysalis clusters all related 
Inchworm contigs that are compatible with the fragments of alternatively spliced 
transcripts. This process is also done by catching the most matching contigs with 
overlapping system. Then, Chrysalis builds a de Bruijn graph for each cluster of contigs 
related to each other, illustrating the complexity of overlaps among variants. At the end, de 
Bruijn graphs are analyzed on a computing grid in parallel and all possible transcript 
sequences  are reported  by Butterfly. Additionally,  alternatively spliced  isoforms and 
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transcripts stemming from paralogous genes are resolved at the end of the Butterfly process 
(Haas et al., 2013). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Figure a represents K-mers (assume that the length of k-mers are 25 bp). 
Figure b illustrates de Bruijn graph construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 The process of transcript assembly using the Trinity software 
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In the Inchworm module, linear transcript contigs are constructed through six 
different steps. 1) Constituting a k-mer dictionary from entire sequence reads; 2) Removing 
all possible k-mer errors from the k-mer dictionary; 3) Constructing contigs by selecting 
the most frequent k-mers in the dictionary and removing the k-mers appearing only once 
and low-complexity k-mers: 4) Extending the contig sequence by adding the k-mer found 
in the dictionary with the highest abundance, with k-1 overlap, and removing the used k- 
mer from the dictionary; 5) Extending the sequence assembly till no sequence is left to be 
extended and reporting the linear contig; and 6) Repeating Steps 3 to 5 until all k-mers are 
constructed, and each repeat starts with the use of the most frequent k-mer. 
The Chrysalis first iteratively classifies the Inchworm contigs into related- 
components. Those contigs are grouped only when there is an exact overlap of k-1 bases. 
Then, de Bruijn graphs are constituted for each component using k-1 size to reflect nodes, 
where k defines the edges connecting the nodes. Finally, each read is added to the 
component with the highest number of k-mers. Each region within reads is determined. 
The Butterfly system consists of two parts: 1) Sequential nodes in linear paths are 
compounded in de Bruijn graph to constitute nodes representing longer sequences, and 2) 
Minor deviation reads, relatively short, resulting from sequencing errors are cut and 
removed. Butterfly benefits from a dynamic programming procedure to specify paths 
supported by reads in the graph. 
High performance computing environment (called super computer) supported by 
Texas A&M University was utilized with the help of a network file transfer application 
named Putty (https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/) to run Trinity software. 
We uploaded forward and reverse read ‘fastq’ files for each line separately and an assembling 
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command to the super computer outlined in a red rectangle in Figure 4. All commands for 
running Trinity base commands were typed using Notpad++ programming language code 
editor software (https://notepad-plus-plus.org/). That template of commands can be found on 
vignettes or online bioinformatics software command sharing and development platforms 
such as GitHub (https://github.com/trinityrnaseq/trinityrnaseq/wiki/Running-Trinity). ‘bsub 
< file_name’ was typed as a starting command for assembling process. Assembling process 
was done by Bowtie software (http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 The command for read assembling.
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3.2.4. Expression Quantification of Individual Transcripts 
Transcript expression quantification is the estimation of abundance of genes or 
transcript isoforms (Li and Dewey, 2011). This process is necessary for discovering the 
genes expressed differentially between two divergent biological samples. Several softwares 
have been developed to quantify the expressions of genes and their transcripts from RNA-
seq short sequence reads, including Cufflinks (v1.0.1) (Trapnell et al., 2010), IsoEM 
(v1.0.5) (Nicolae et al., 2010), RSEM (Li and Dewey, 2011), etc. The RSEM software was 
used in our study since it is compatible with the de novo transcriptome assembly method, 
with Trinity Software and downstream gene differential expression analysis, and is superior 
and comparable to the other methods, such as Cufflinks, in regard to quantification accuracy 
(Li and Dewey, 2011). RSEM estimates expression levels of both individual transcripts 
and genes (Haas et al., 2013). Additionally, RSEM is capable of high-quality data 
normalization for reliable detection of transcriptional differences. These expression 
estimations result in fragments per kilo-base per million of mapped reads (FPKM) which is 
widely used for transcript and gene expression research (Peipei et al., 2015) using paired-
end sequence reads.  
All germplasms were bootstrapped to have more biological replications and to 
enhance reliability of expression level quantification results of transcripts or genes. Super 
computer has been used for running the RSEM software package uploading bootstrapping 
comparison files (Figure 5), an assembled reference fasta file and command file for 
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expression level quantification (Figure 6). The template command for RSEM run shown in 
Figure 6 also can be found in online vignettes. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 This Figure shows the order of comparison bootstrapping of both types of 
soybeans’ assembled transcripts or genes. Each bootstrapping has different order of 
each line within each soybeans species. 
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Figure 6 Figure b shows the template command typed in Notpad++ application. 
RSEM gets help from Bowtie to have gap-free assembled reads depicted in the red 
rectangle. 
 
 
 
3.2.5. Identification of Transcripts Differentially Expressed in Developing Pods Between 
Cultivated and Wild-type Soybeans 
The DeSeq2 software, a part of the R/Bioconductor package (DeSeq2 website; 
Gentleman et al., 2004), was used to identify the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in 
developing pods between the cultivated and wild-type soybeans. DeSeq2 uses a statistical 
method to analyze quantitative differences between assembled and counted data in the 
presence of small replicate numbers, outliers, large dynamic range and discreteness. The 
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DeSeq2 method is capable of covering those requisites and its statistical power is more 
sensitive and more precise than other existing software (Michael et al., 2014). It tests for 
differential expression of genes using negative binomial generalized linear models, including 
the statistical estimation of dispersion and logarithmic fold changes. With this method, it 
gains the ability to have shrinkage of log2 fold changes in order to reduce potential 
expression contrasts with drastically different numbers of differential genes. We adjusted 
the threshold value of log2-fold changes 2-fold for up-regulation or 2-fold for down-
regulation to identify DEGs. The DeSeq2 package improves stability and interpretability of 
estimates using the shrinkage estimation method for logarithmic fold changes and 
dispersions. The significance value (p-value) and False Discovery Rate (FDR) were identified 
as < 0.05 to decrease false positives for the null hypothesis. The strength of shrinkage tends 
to decrease as the sample size increases. We took advantage of the Trinity Bioconductor to 
run DeSeq2 because it lists differentially expressed transcripts with fold-change and statistical 
significance values. The other important feature of DeSeq2 is that it can visualize the 
differences between gene expression levels and estimated fold changes based on stable 
estimation of effect sizes (logarithmic fold changes). Visualization results are in the format 
of Minus over Average (MA)-plots and Volcano plots showing log ratios and mean values, 
as well as clustered heat maps and correlation plots in PDF format. MA and Volcano plots 
facilitate visualization of the expression differences between two samples. For the MA plot, 
analyzed data is transformed into M (log ration) and A (mean average) scales, and then these 
values are plotted on a graph (Michael et al., 2014). Volcano plots give information about 
whether fold chance of expression differences is statistically important or not (Chi and 
Churchill, 2003). 
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The DeSeq2 package run started with uploading expression result files of each 
bootstrapped replicate, which are results of the RSEM run for each soybean species with 
‘isoform.result’ extension, to the super computer. Additionally, some commands for 
running DeSeq2 in Trinity were needed. Those commands were provided by Michael et al. 
(2014) and typed step by step to the high-performance computer. Lastly, bootstrap 
comparison command (Figure 5) typed on Notepad++ software was also needed as input. 
3.2.6. Functional Annotation of DEGs 
Blast2GO was used to annotate, functionally categorize and map the DEGs to 
pathways. Blast2GO is one of the few tools for these research purposes. It is used for not 
only annotation, but also data mining of new sequence data via the use of gene ontology 
(GO) vocabulary that is a consistent description of gene products in many different 
genomic databases (www.bioontology.org), KEGG pathways (Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes) (Ogata et al., 1999), enzyme codes (EC) (Schomburg et al., 2004), 
InterPro IDs (Conesa and Gotz, 2007), etc. DEGs are compared against the KEGG pathway 
enrichment database to explore which annotated genes are likely involved in which 
pathways (Liu et al., 2016). Blast2GO identifies GO terms to define the genes by three 
primary categories, Cellular Component (C), Biological Process (P) and Molecular 
Function (F) (Dong et al., 2017). This software is a user-friendly approach for function 
annotation of the genes. It also has some easy instructions about how to use on Blast2GO 
website (https://www.blast2go.com/). 
The annotation using the Blast2Go software is composed of three primary steps, 
blasting or InterPro mining, mapping and annotation (Figure 7). In the first step, the 
sequences homologous and similar to the query sequences are found using the Basic Local 
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Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), which compares biological information of the query 
sequence with a public library or database sequence, such as NCBI. Nucleotide sequences 
are uploaded to the software as input in FASTA-formatted files. GO terms related to the 
hits (the most similar sequences found in databases to the query sequences) are provided 
by NCBI. Then, the functional terms obtained from the GO vocabulary pool are assigned 
to the query sequence in the annotation step. At the last step of running the software, an 
excel file is given by the software, which generates information about each annotated DEG, 
including putative biological functions, sequence length, number of hits, GO IDs and 
names, enzyme code and names, InterPro IDs, InterPro GO IDs and their names (Figure 
8). Moreover, some graphs showing the enzyme pathway in which the query sequence is 
involved are also presented as visual outputs. Furthermore, the Blast2GO software has a 
user-friendly interface with user support websites. There are some ready-to-use instructions 
on Blast2GO home page.  
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Figure 7 Annotation, functional categorization and pathway mapping of genes using 
the Blast2GO software. During the run of Blast2Go software, DEGs are blasted 
against public databases (NCBI blast service) and InterPro discovers if there are any 
protein families convenient to DEGs in the public database. After mapping those 
blasted sequences or proteins matching the DEGs, they are annotated to describe 
which biological and function metabolism in which they are involved. 
 
 
 
Blast2GO also has the function of visualization by differentially coloring annotated 
genes or transcripts to describe the process in which those DEGs are. There are some 
different colored rows and tags representing active sequences analysis status. Some colors 
are shown on the first column in Figure 8. Dark red colored rows are categorized as ‘no 
positive result of blasting’, light red means there is a positive blast result, mapped sequences 
are colored with green, annotated sequences are in the blue color, etc. (Conesa and Gotz, 
2008).  
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Figure 8 Blast2GO informs users about the status of an input sequence with either 
colors or descriptions during the run. 
 
 
 
3.2.7. Functional Network Visualization of DEGs 
Network analysis of DEGs is a technique visualizing graphical relationships 
between genes. Statistical or computational bioinformatic data can be transformed from 
electronic files into two or three-dimensional network graphs. After annotation of DEGs, 
it is desirable to figure out the relationships between the genes to have a deeper insight into 
how they are involved in a biological process. Because we were looking for the biological 
relationships of the DEGs, the Biolayout Express3D easy-to-use software (Freeman et al., 
2007; Athanasios  et  al.,  2009)  was  used  to  construct  their  co-expression  network 
visualization. In this software, gene or transcript nodes are connected by interaction edges, 
represented by the expression or functional correlation of the genes, to construct their 
network. Nodes represents DEGs or differentially expressed transcripts and their functional 
correlation or interaction are presented by edges (Bader and Enright, 2005). This software 
has an easy-to-use interface and online vignettes for help in running it. We used the 
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significance values of p ≤ 0.05 and 0.01 for expression correlations as the cutoff for the 
network construction of the cultivated soybean and the wildtype soybean. After running it, 
visual and colored networks were achieved, which depict groups of nodes representing 
specific classes of genes with different functional properties. Each color represents a 
different cluster of nodes interacting closely with each other, according to relatively co- 
expression levels. While some of the nodes have reciprocal interactions, others may have 
only single-sided interactions. 
In summary, we compared the transcriptomes of the cultivated and wild-type 
soybean, each represented by a set of selected germplasm lines, to provide an insight into 
the molecular mechanisms underlying soybean domestication. We first generated the 
transcriptomes of the cultivated and wild-type soybean germplasm lines (Figure 9) 
including total RNA extraction mRNA purification and cDNA synthesis, RNA-seq library 
construction and RNA-seq library sequencing, followed by preparation of clean reads. 
Then, we analyzed the transcript sequence clean reads (Figure 10) using several software 
and bioinformatics tools, such the Trinity software for de novo transcriptome assembly, the 
RSEM software for quantification of gene and transcript expression, DeSeq2 for 
identification of the DEGs in developing pods between the cultivated and wild-type 
soybeans, Blast2GO for functional annotation, categorization and pathway mapping  of 
DEGs, and the Biolayout Express3D software for functional network analysis. 
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Figure 9 Flowchart of the generation of RNA-seq clean reads. Total RNA was isolated 
from developing pods of different germplasm lines representing the cultivated and 
wild-type soybeans. After mRNA was purified and cDNA was synthesized and 
fragmented, the RNA-seq. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Flowchart of RNA-seq clean read data analysis. Clean reads resulted from 
each germplasm line were assembled into full-length transcripts with the de novo 
method using the Trinity software. The expression levels of the assembled transcripts 
were determined using the RSEM software, and the DEGs were identified between 
the cultivated and wild-type soybeans using the DeSeq2 bioconductor. The DEGs were 
annotated, categorized and pathway mapped using Blast2GO. The data analysis 
resulted in visualization of interactions between the DEGs.
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4. RESULTS 
 
 
 
4.1. Morphological Differences Between G. max and G. soja 
The plants of each germplasm line representing the cultivated and wild-type 
soybeans were subjected to phenotypic measurements in several morphological traits 
important to domestication, such as seed size/weight, leaf length and width, and pod size 
and number. The 100-seed weight mean and deviation of seeds for two different soybean 
types have been weighed and results are shown in Table 2.  The row with light gray in the 
table belongs to William 82 line, which is the genetic model utilized in this project. Leaf 
size shown in Table 3 has been calculated in the centimeter-denomination. In soybean, 
leaves are grown in the triple leaf shape, which has three leaves connected to one footstalk. 
It consists of the connection of a top leaf and two leaves located oppositely to each other. 
The top leaf is the tallest leaf in triple leaves and the side leaves are generally almost equal 
to each other. The average leaf size of the domesticated soybean germplasm was more than 
three-fold higher than that of the wild-type soybean, 11.6 and 7.3 cm respectively. 
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Table 2 Seed weight (g) per 100 seeds for each line, species mean and within-species 
variation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 This table shows the leave sizes of each germplasm. The first seven columns 
were colored green, representing the ID of cultivated lines, while wild-type lines were 
colored by yellow. Numbers in first column represent the number of plants measured 
for each line. On the other hand, numbers on the right column depict individual leaves 
in triple shape leaves. Numbers with blue colors illustrate the average number of 
leaves of each line. 
 
 548655    518671   437356  567452   291312   567361   408342 407027  407275 483464A423995  
#1 11.5 13.5 12 8.5 7 16 12 6 7 9 9 top leaf 
#1 9 7 8 7.5 6 12 11 5 6 4.5 6 side leaf 1 
#1 10 7.5 8 5 6 12 11 5 5 5 7 side leaf 2 
             
#2 11 14 11 9  16 13 6 7.5 12 10 top leaf 
#2 10 8 7.5 7  12.5 11 4.5 6 7 6 side leaf 1 
#2 10 8 7.5 7  12.5 10 4.5 5 6 7.5 side leaf2 
             
#3 12 13.5 10.5 8.5  12.5 12 6.5 5 5 6 top leaf 
#3 10 7 7 6.5  10 10 5 4 4.5 5 side leaf 1 
#3 9 6.5 4 6.5  10 10 5 4 4.5 4.5 side leaf3 
             
  top leaf average 11.689   top leaf average 7.3234  
  side leaf average 9   side leaf average 5.2917  
  side leaf average 9.1667   side leaf average 5.25  
           
Accession 
PI 
Species  
g/100 
seeds  Mean 
Standard 
deviation C.V. (%) 
548655 max 10.43 12.8 3.32 25.9 
291312 max 17.64    
518671 max 14.71       
408342 max 14.06    
567452 max 13.48    
567361 max 11.18    
 
 
    
407027 soja 3.02 2 0.58 29 
423995 Soja 2.69    
407275 Soja 1.96    
483463A Soja 1.89    
437356 Max 15.81    
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4.2. Total RNA Isolation and RNA-seq Library Construction 
4.2.1. Total RNA Isolation and Qualification 
Total RNA was isolated (Figure 11a) from developing pods for all 11 germplasm lines 
representing the cultivated and wild-type soybeans for shotgun RNA sequencing. The quality 
and quantity of the total RNA were measured using an Experion™ Automated 
Electrophoresis System with Experion mRNA StdSens chips (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., 
Hercules). The RNA isolated from all germplasm lines were shown to have an RNA quality 
index (RQI) of 9.0 or higher (Figure 11b), with an RQI of 10.0 for perfect integrity. The 
RNAs had a concentration varying from 18.17 to 815.58 ng/µl. These results suggest that 
we obtained high-quality RNA and a proper amount of RNA that was well suited for RNA- 
seq for every germplasm line.
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Figure 11 Qualification and quantification of total RNA isolated from the soybean 
germplasm lines. Figure a shows the RNAs fractionated using the Experion™ 
Automated Electrophoresis System with Experion mRNA StdSens chips and the ratio 
of 28S:18S rRNA. Figure b indicates the RNA quality index (RQI) and concentrations 
of the RNAs. 
 
 
 
4.2.2. RNA-seq Library Construction andSequencing 
 
After obtaining high-quality RNA, we constructed the shotgun RNA-seq libraries 
from the RNAs. The RNA-seq libraries were qualified and quantified as shown in Figure 
12. The results showed that we constructed high-quality shotgun RNA-seq libraries with 
proper concentrations from the RNA. As shown in the example of these RNA-seq libraries 
in Figure 12, the library had an average size of 352 bp and a concentration of 13.54 ng/µl 
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suggesting that it was well qualified for RNA seq. Therefore, the libraries were sequenced 
using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. We evaluated the quality of 100 paired-end (PE) 
short reads. We trimmed the cloning adapters and filtered the reads of low quality using a 
quality cutoff of Q20, an equivalent to the probability of an incorrect base call 1 in 100 
times. After filtration, a slight increase in percentage of reads having a quality of Q20 or 
better was observed, leading to an average of 98% of the reads, varying from 97.6% to 
98.08%. The clean reads had a GC content ranging from 44.7% to 49.4%, with an average 
of 45.4% (Table 4), We obtained from 1.20 to 1.66 billion bases of clean reads or 12.0 – 
16.6 million 100-base clean reads, with an average of 14.0 million clean reads for each 
germplasm line. In comparison, the clean reads sequenced for the wild-type soybean lines 
were 13.5 million while those for the cultivated soybean germplasm lines were 14.3 million, 
the former being 0.8 million fewer than the latter. According to our other studies, this 
sequencing depth is sufficient for our research purposes. 
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Figure 12 Example of capillary electropherogram of RNA-seq library quality and 
quantity constructed for RNA-seq of soybean germplasm lines. The RNA-seq library 
was analyzed using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Monica et al., 2014). 
 
 
 
Table 4 Preparation of clean reads and their qualification and quantification. 
 
Sample 
ID 
%Q20 
Before 
Filtering 
%Q20 
After 
Filtering 
%GC 
Before 
Filtering 
%GC 
After 
Filtering 
Filter 
Adapter 
Filter 
Low 
Quality 
Total 
Reads 
nt 
Clean 
Reads 
548655 97.05% 97.97% 44.76% 44.69% 1.02% 1.76% 1.71G 1.66G 
291312 97.24% 98.02% 44.94% 44.88% 0.68% 1.60% 1.35G 1.32G 
437356 97.28% 98.07% 44.86% 44.80% 1.10% 1.61% 1.42G 1.38G 
518671 97.17% 98.03% 45.16% 45.08% 1.20% 1.71% 1.53G 1.48G 
408342 96.31% 97.60% 49.52% 49.41% 1.54% 2.61% 1.44G 1.37G 
567452 97.09% 98.06% 45.50% 45.42% 1.14% 1.73% 1.36G 1.31G 
567361 97.17% 98.00% 45.30% 45.23% 0.91% 1.67% 1.53G 1.49G 
         
407027 97.19% 98.08% 44.91% 44.83% 2.75% 1.61% 1.64G 1.56G 
423995 97.19% 98.07% 44.96% 44.89% 1.89% 1.58% 1.34G 1.29G 
407275 97.22% 98.00% 45.05% 44.98% 0.97% 1.56% 1.24G 1.20G 
483464 97.13% 98.08% 45.21% 45.14% 1.42% 1.61% 1.40G 1.36G 
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4.3. Transcript Assembly 
We assembled transcripts expressed in the developing pods for each germplasm line 
using the Trinity R/bioconductor software (Loren et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 
2011). Graph 1, 2 and 3 describe statistics of transcripts and gene assemblies. The seven 
bars on the right-hand side are the cultivated soybean germplasm lines, and the remaining 
four bars represent the wild-type soybean germplasm lines. From 51,029 to 74,872 
transcripts (Graph 1), an average of 67,407 transcripts, were assembled for each germplasm 
line. These transcripts were shown to be derived from 38,853 to 46,178 genes (graph 2) 
with an average of 43,349 genes. The N50 length of the transcript assemblies (Graph 3) 
was from 1,113 bases to 1,491 bases, with an average of 1,389 bases and the N50 length of 
the wild-type soybean lines was longer than that of the cultivated soybean lines by 5 bases. 
In comparison, 176 more transcripts (67,519 transcripts for the wild-type soybean vs. 
67,343 transcripts for the cultivated soybean) or 74 more genes (43,386 genes for the wild-
type soybean vs. 43,322 genes for the cultivated soybean) were assembled for the wild-type 
soybean than for the cultivated soybean.
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Graph 1 The number of transcripts assembled for each germplasm line. 
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Graph 2 The number of genes assembled for each germplasm line.
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Graph 3 The N50 length of the transcript assembly for each germplasm line. 
 
 
 
4.4 Transcript Expression Quantification  
Quantification of expression levels of transcripts or genes is necessary to dissect 
DEGs. Therefore, we quantified the expression of every transcript in the developing pods 
of every cultivated and wild-type germplasm line using the RSEM software (Li and Dewey, 
2011). The transcript sequences of William 82 were used as the reference and the clean 
reads of each germplasm line were used to quantify their expression levels. FPKM was 
used to normalize the sequencing depth. We quantified the expressions of all 70,464 
transcripts in the developing pods of the 11 cultivated and wild-type soybean germplasm 
lines. Table 4 shows examples of the expressions of the transcripts. The expression levels 
of a number of transcripts varied dramatically, not only between the cultivated and wild- 
type  soybeans,  but  also  within  each  of  them.  For  example,  the  expression  level  of
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TRINITY_DN11431_c0_g1_i2 varied from 0.63 FPKM to 15.29 FPKM among the 
cultivated and wild-type soybean lines, from 0.63 FPKM to 12.29 FPKM among the 
cultivated soybean lines, and 4.70 FPKM to 15.29 FPKM among the wild-type soybean 
lines. The variance of coefficient (CV) was 43.8% within the cultivated soybean and 58.8% 
within the wild-type soybean. It was also noted that substantial variation of expression 
existed among the transcripts alternatively spliced from a single gene, such as among those 
of TRINITY-DN11434_c0_g1_i1, TRINITY-DN11434_c0_g1_i2 and TRINITY 
DN11434_c0_g1_i3. 
 
 
 
Table 5 This table demonstrates the example RSEM result with the number of FPKMs 
of each line, green columns for domesticated and yellow columns for wild- type 
soybeans. Every row belongs to other genes or transcripts and transcript ids were 
specified. These numbers give some idea about expression levels of transcripts or genes, 
which means the high expression level has effects on the trait the gene has control of 
more than low expression level genes do on genes affecting certain traits. 
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4.5. Genes Differentially Expressed in the Developing Pods between Cultivated and 
Wild-type soybeans 
Divergence has occurred between the cultivated soybean and its wild-type relative 
during and after soybean domestication, not only in gene sequence mutation, but also in 
expression and network interaction. Due to this knowledge, we conducted gene differential 
expression analysis using the DeSeq2 software to identify the DEGs between the two 
species. Since we were interested in the DEGs between the cultivated soybean and its wild 
relative and there was a different number of germplasm lines representing each, we 
randomly grouped the seven cultivated soybean germplasm lines into two subgroups, with 
each subgroup consisting of William 82, the model genotype for soybean genetic and 
genomics studies, and three other germplasm lines. Therefore, each subgroup of the 
cultivated soybean consisted of four germplasm lines, which was the same number as the 
four germplasm lines of the wild-type soybean.  Moreover, to facilitate the analysis using 
the DeSeq2 software, a bootstrap sampling method was used to create “biological 
replicates” from each four-line subgroup. Four “biological replicates” were created for each 
subgroup. Each subgroup of four germplasm lines of the cultivated soybean was then 
subjected to differential expression analysis independently against the four germplasm lines 
of the wild-type soybean. Finally, the DEGs identified between the two pairs of the 
cultivated soybean versus the wild-type soybeans were compared. Interestingly, the same 
set of DEGs was achieved between the two pairs of the cultivated and wild soybean 
germplasm lines, suggesting that the strategy of DE analysis was well acceptable for our 
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research purposes. The results are summarized in Figure 13. We identified a total of 1,403 
DEG transcripts between the two species, when a cutoff of P ≤ 1.0E-03 was applied for DEG 
transcripts. Examination of the 1,403 DEG transcripts revealed that they were alternatively 
spliced from 1,247 genes. Of the 1,403 DEG transcripts or 1,247 DEGs, 1.035 DEG 
transcripts or 916 DEGs were up-regulated in the cultivated soybean and down- regulated in 
the wild soybean, while 368 DEG transcripts or 331 DEGs were up-regulated in the wild 
soybean and down-regulated in the cultivated soybean. 
Additionally, DeSeq2 supported visualization of results with MA-plot and Volcano 
plot graphics as in Graph 4, in pdf format. In the MA plot graphic, each red-colored dot 
represents one expressed gene. As the expression level of genes is more upregulated or 
downregulated, the spread of the plot increases in either direction. Furthermore, the Volcano 
plot graphic also works well to show DEGs. As we can see on the graph, the expression-
levels of genes advances as the plots biases from the logFC limits (2 or more for up-
regulation, -2 or less for down-regulation).  
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Figure 13 Circles on the top-left side of figure shows the number and percentage of 
transcripts expressed and differentially expressed. In the circle on the bottom-left side, 
numbers or percentage belong to expressed and differentially expressed genes 
between soybean species. The picture on the right side of figure (heat map) illustrates 
visually up and down-regulated transcripts and genes. The purple and yellow colors 
represent down and up-regulation, respectively. The level of regulation increases as 
the color key value gets further away from the center, as in the little schematic in the 
top middle of the figure. 
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Graph 4 These graphs represent visualized results of the DeSeq2 package, with the 
MA plot on the left and Volcano plot on the right. All the dots in both graphs 
represent genes. While black dots represent statistically not significant fold change 
values, red dots indicate that there are statistical differences in fold change between 
gene expression levels. In the MA plot, as long counts (x axis) increase, expression 
changes (logFC on y axis) increase positively (upwards) or negatively (downwards) 
(Michael et al., 2014). For the volcano plot graph, the p-value is shown on the y axis, 
where 50 indicates that the p value is 0.05 where fold change equals to 2. The p 
value goes down when the significance value for fold change enhances. On the 
contrary, expression differences are less than 2-fold changed when the p value is 
higher than 0.05, which means expression differences are not significant (Chi and 
Churchill, 2003). 
 
 
 
4.6. Annotation, Categorization and Pathway Mapping of DEGs 
To find what the DEGs are, we have annotated and categorized 1.403 DEG 
transcripts in gene ontology (GO) and mapped their pathway using the Blast2GO program. 
We could annotate 1,255 (89.5%) of the 1,403 DEG transcripts while 148 were reported as 
‘NA’,  meaning  that  the  sequences  could  not  be  annotated.  The  other  unknown  and 
unannotated sequences or proteins are illustrated in pie chart with their ratio among all DE 
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transcripts  (Figure  14).  Table  6  shows  examples  of  annotation  results  of  the  DEG 
transcripts. 
The 1,255 annotated DEG transcripts were categorized into 47 secondary GO 
functional categories of all three primary categories, 16 of which belong to the Cellular 
Component category, 9 to the Molecular Function category and 22 to the Biological Process 
category (Graph 5). The annotated DEG transcripts were involved in a total of 56 KEGG 
pathways. The top 10 included Starch and Sucrose Metabolism, Citrate Cycle (TCA cycle), 
Fatty Acid Biosynthesis, etc. (Graph 6). Figure 15 shows the Citrate Cycle pathway in which 
the DEGs are involved. The annotation results showed that 108 of the DEGs coded different 
enzymes. After the isoforms of genes that coded the same enzymes were removed, 52 
enzymes were coded by the DEGs. Integrative analysis of the results from GO categorization, 
KEGG enrichment pathway analysis, and literature review found that 12 of the 52 DEG-
coding enzymes were putatively involved in pod dehiscence and seed size metabolisms 
in soybean (Table 7). Eight of these 12 enzymes were members of the hydrolase class that 
causes pectin bonds to be broken. They are involved in cellular metabolism, acting as 
peptide bond and ester bond, and expansin protein deformation relating to shattering trait. 
One of the hydrolase class enzymes was pectin hydrolase, which was down-regulated (-
4.96) with a higher expression level in the cultivated soybean, causing shattering resistance. 
Another enzyme of the hydrolase class has a negative effect on carbon-nitrogen bonds, 
rather than peptide bonds. The remaining four of the 12 enzymes were seed size-related 
domestication genes. One of the four enzymes was ubiquitinyl hydrolase, which is known 
to affects seed size negatively. Another one of the four enzymes play role in ubiquitin 
ligase activity and the expression level of the transcript encoding the enzyme was up-
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regulated at a log2fold change of 4.6 in the cultivated soybean. One of those enzymes was 
found to be involved in histidine amino acid synthesis, which inhibits development of 
seeds (Ma and Wang, 2016). On the other hand, one enzyme was found to enhance plant 
branching metabolism with an up-regulated expression level of 4.6-fold in the wild-type 
soybean. 
 
 
 
Table 6 As an example, some of sequence names of DEGs are given on the list in this 
table including some information about their biological function for each differentially 
expressed gene in the soybeans` genomes. 
 
 
SeqName Description #GO GO IDs GO Names InterPro IDs 
TRINITY_DN2mitochondrial chaperone bcs1   2 C:GO:0005575; F:GOC:cellular_componenPTHR23070:SF13 (PANTHER); PTHR2 
TRINITY_DN5hypothetical protein CQW23_34413   mobidb-lite (MOBIDB_LITE) 
TRINITY_DN6uncharacterized protein LOC100811994  IPR012881 (PFAM); PTHR31865:SF7 ( 
TRINITY_DN9MDIS1-interacting receptor lik    1 F:GO:0003674 F:molecular_functio  PR00019 (PRINTS); IPR032675 (G3DS 
TRINITY_DN1---NA---   no IPS match 
TRINITY_DN1Ethylene-responsive transcrip  4 F:GO:0003677; F:GOF:DNA binding; F:tra IPR001471 (PRINTS); IPR001471 (SMA 
TRINITY_DN1probable 2-oxoglutarate-depe     1 F:GO:0016491 F:oxidoreductase act PR00682 (PRINTS); IPR026992 (PFAM 
TRINITY_DN31-aminocyclopropane-1-carbo      1 F:GO:0016491 F:oxidoreductase act IPR027443 (G3DSA:2.60.120.GENE3D 
TRINITY_DN3BTB POZ domain-containing A 2 C:GO:0016020; C:GOC:membrane; C:inte  IPR027356 (PFAM); PTHR32370 (PAN 
TRINITY_DN3DUF581 family 5 F:GO:0016702; F:GOF:oxidoreductase act IPR007650 (PFAM); PTHR33059 (PAN 
TRINITY_DN4transmembrane 1 C:GO:0016021 C:integral componen IPR007493 (PFAM); IPR036758 (G3DS 
TRINITY_DN4transmembrane 1 C:GO:0016021 C:integral componen IPR007493 (PFAM); IPR036758 (G3DS 
TRINITY_DN4myosin heavy chain 2 C:GO:0016020; C:GOC:membrane; C:inte  PTHR34360 (PANTHER); PTHR34360: 
TRINITY_DN5toll interleukin-like receptor- 1 P:GO:0007165 P:signal transduction IPR035897 (G3DSA:3.40.50.GENE3D); 
TRINITY_DN5IQ-DOMAIN 31-like 1 F:GO:0003674 F:molecular_functio  IPR000048 (SMART); IPR000048 (PFA 
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Figure 14 Percentage of annotated and non-annotated proteins. 
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Graph 5 The primary and secondary functional categories into which the annotated 
DEG transcripts were categorized. The x-axis represents different functional 
categorizes into which the DEG transcripts were categorized and y-axis indicates the 
number of DEG transcripts were categorized and y-axis indicates the number of DEG 
transcripts that were categorized into each functional category. 
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Graph 6 The top 10 pathways in which the annotated DE transcripts were involved. While 
x-axis represents the number of transcripts, y-axis shows the metabolic pathways in which 
the transcripts were involved. 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 15 The Citrate Cycle pathway; one of the top 10 pathways in which the annotated 
DEG transcript enzymes are involved.  The boxes highlighted in orange indicate the 
enzymes coded by the DEG transcripts. 
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Table 7 12 different pod shattering and seed size-related enzymes encoded by some of 
DEGs. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.7. Co-expression Network Analysis of the DEGs 
To see genetic interaction, pathways and relationships among the DEGs, we conducted 
co-expression network analysis of the genes using the annotated results of DE transcripts and 
genes as input files for Biolayout Express 3D software. Since gene expression is an indication of 
functionality, the co-expression of the genes will provide an indication of the functional 
relationship among the DEGs. After adjusting p-value to 0.05 and 0.01 and the correlation value 
we calculated, we ran the software. DEG interaction was in three dimensional visual format with 
the extension of ‘.layout’ as output of the software. As a result of running the analysis, we were 
given some colored pictures (Figure 16) showing interactions the networks of the DEGs between 
differentially expressed genes of the cultivated soybean, the wild-type soybean, and the 
combined cultivated and wild-type soybeans, respectively (G. max, G. soja  and mixture of both 
species). When a cutoff of P ≤ 0.01 was applied for the network construction within domesticated 
type DEGs for the cultivated soybean, we were able to observe total nodes. The total nodes were 
a network consisting of 140 DEG nodes and 2,966 gene-gene interactions, while the total number 
of edges was 2.966.  
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The average connectivity of each of the 140 DEGs was just over 54, for each DEGs with 
a maximum connectivity of 107. The network constructed at the same cutoff for the wild-type 
soybean, however, with the same significance value, total nodes consisted of 83 DEG nodes with 
3,403 gene interaction of total edges, and an average and maximum connectivity of 82. However, 
for the network of the mixture DEGs of the combined cultivated and wild-type soybeans, the 
numbers of total both nodes and edges were much higher than that of interactions within DEGs 
either or both of the cultivated or wild soybeans, with 856 and 78.279 values, respectively. 
Additionally, the average and maximum connectivity were also much higher, with 1954.815 and 
480 values, respectively. When a cutoff of P ≤ 0.05 was applied for the network construction, the 
numbers of nodes, edges and connectivity were observed to be much higher than those 
obtained with the cutoff of P ≤ 0.01. For the G. max. DEG network in the cultivated soybeans, 
while total interactions of the gene nodes were increased to 273, total network between those 
genes was 12,.048, and the average connectivity between genes was increased to 122,.066 with a 
maximum connectivity of 202. Within the DEG network in the wild soybeans of G. soja, the 
total gene nodes remained 83, and total network the gene interaction edges remained 3,.403, 
and the average connectivity of each DEG was also kept the same (83). Interaction average within 
DEGs was 82 with the same number of average connectivity. Mixture of the DEG networks of 
the combined two species had 1,403 total gene nodes interacting with each other and 217,.920 
total gene interaction number edges. The average connectivity of the network was 3110.649 
and the maximum connectivity was 795. Furthermore, each network consists of multiple 
clusters representing some the DEGs groups that were more closely co-expressed. Each cluster 
has been colored differentially by Biolayout software. In either case of P ≤ 0.01 and P ≤ 0.05, 
DEGs of domesticated soybean the DEG networks for the cultivated soybean had many fewer 
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clusters than those for the wild soybean. Both types of results were observed to have structure 
of interwoven clusters, meaning that each cluster has interactions with each other. 
Undomesticated soybean DEGs have 28 different clusters with no interaction with each other. 
DEGs in each cluster tend to be involved in the common or close trait mechanisms. 
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Figure 16 Images A, B and C are results of Biolayout Express 3D visualization software 
showing DEGs interactions with each other. Image A shows network structure within 
DEGs of G. max with 0.01 and 0.05 of p-value, in the left and right side of the picture 
respectively. The middle image (B) shows mixture of both types DEGs with the 0.01 and 
0.05 significance value. The bottom image (C) represents DEGs network of G. soja with 
0.01 in the left and 0.05 of significance value in the right.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
This study has generated transcriptomes taken from developing pods of seven cultivated 
and four wild soybean germplasm lines. Interestingly, assembling the transcripts of each 
germplasm line has resulted in 176 more transcripts or 74 more genes for the wild soybean than 
for the cultivated soybean even though the wild soybean lines have fewer clean reads and its 
transcript assemblies have longer N50 lengths. This result provides the first hint of the 
divergence of the expressed genes between the cultivated and wild soybeans. The divergence 
has been further confirmed by the identification of 1,403 transcripts or 1,247 genes differently 
expressed in the developing pods. Although only 1,255 of the 1,403 DEG transcripts have been 
successfully annotated with the public databases and 148 have not been annotated yet, the 
identification of the 1,247 DEGs have already provided an overall insight into the molecular 
mechanisms of soybean domestication. 
Although qPDHI and qSHI pod shattering-related domestication genes (Suzuki et al., 
2009; Kamisha et al., 2006) have protein sequence available in NCBI databases, they are not 
annotated yet. Nonetheless, their homologous, shattering 1-5 genes, named Glyma16g02200, 
have 3 different GO terms found in our results, e.g. GO:0003677, GO:0006355, GO:0005634. 
They have been found to be up-regulated in the domesticated soybean genome, which results in 
having shattering-resistance pods. This result was robustly supported by Dong et al. (2017).  
Moreover, 20 DEGs have been found in the results of this study, encoding for cell wall 
modification and hydrolase activity, which reduces the capability of deposition pectin 
carbohydrate in cell walls, resulting in having shattering-susceptible pods. The expression of 
those DE genes was up-regulated in the undomesticated soybean genome. Gene Ontology and 
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KEGG metabolic enrichment pathway analysis of those genes showed that each gene had more 
than one GO ID such as F:GO:0016757, P:GO:0045489, C:GO:0005794, F:GO:0016740, 
C:GO:0048046, etc. They were commonly involved in cellular components such as the 
membrane, extracellular region and cell wall, and biological processes such as cell wall 
organization and pectin biosynthetic process. Further, they were involved in molecular functions, 
including transferase activity, hydrolase activity, and peptidase activity. Our results regarding 
the amount of discovered DEGs, up and down-regulated Unigenes and pectin deposition are 
almost entirely corroborated by Dong`s findings et al. (2017). 
In addition to pectin, the other most important gene family causing cell wall durability 
against shattering is the expansin protein family (McQueen and Cosgrove, 1995). As a result of 
this study, two genes encoding the expansin protein, which decreases pod dehiscence, were 
observed to be up-regulated in shattering-resistance accession, G. max. These genes were 
involved in cellular components in the extracellular region and biological processes with cell wall 
organization. 
The QTL where BIG BROTHER (BB) gene is located in, has locus tag with 
AT3G63530. This gene is known to effect seed size negatively (Dish et al., 2016). While this 
gene has a lot of synonymous GO enrichment terms, we have found in our results only one of those 
synonymous terms, with the GO ID of 0061630. Its expression level was high in wild-type soybean 
genome and that gene was absent in its cultivated relative. With this information, it can be 
concluded that undomesticated soybean organ size has been negatively affected by that DE gene, 
which influences ubiquitin ligase activity negatively and is one of the reasons that G. soja has 
smaller leaves and petals sizes. Our findings were verified with research from Dish et al. (2006). 
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Additionally, 21 unigenes encoding the ubiquitin protein were found to be highly up-regulated 
in G. soja genome and absent in G. max genome. 
BB gene and its allele DA1 gene have involved in molecular function and some biological 
process including metal (zinc) ion binding, peptidase activity, ubiquitin binding, ubiquitin ligase 
enzyme. These genes limit cell proliferation and of organ growth, seed development etc. 
Conversely, Liang et al. (2014) has observed UBP15, a new ubiquitin- related protein like BB, 
DA1, EOD1. Although it has the same molecular function and biological process as those 
three proteins, it affects seed size positively, promoting cell proliferation when it is highly 
expressed. After searching GO terms of this gene in our result, with AT1G17110 of locus tag, 
we have faced with six different GO terms encoded by around 500 total DEG results highly 
expressed in undomesticated soybean, which means our results were supported by Liang`s 
finding. 
Additionally, we pursued Liangfa`s findings about BS1 gene orthologous in soybean to 
see if it has a negative effect on lateral organs in soybean as it was claimed (Ge et al., 2016). The 
results revealed a GO term numbered with 0070375 representing BIGSEED1 (BS1) gene. 
Previously, there was no gene or GO term with that number annotated before. 
Zhao et al. (2016) claimed that GmCYP78A72 gene had an effect on seed size. We 
searched this gene on NCBI; the QTL of that gene on soybean genome was numbered with 
LOC100790231. In our results, LOC100790514 was closest code of that locus having some 
different GO IDs such as C:GO:0016020; C:GO:0016021. Nonetheless, although Zhao claims 
that gene is over expressed in cultivated soybean, our findings say the exact opposite, meaning 
that the gene was mostly down-regulated in domesticated soybean or sometimes up-regulated in 
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undomesticated soybean. This comparison shows that this gene needs to be annotated and 
dissected at least one more time. 
As mentioned before, wild-type soybean is also vital for incorporating some genes related 
to abiotic stress resistance, such as drought, toxicity etc., and biotic stress resistance, like 
restriction of pathogen and bacterium growth and some virus resistance. During domestication, 
the domesticated soybean has lost those resistance-related genes. We found over 40 genes related 
to disease resistance that were overexpressed in wild-type, absent in cultivated soybean and 
related to some molecular functions like ADP and ATP binding and hydrolase activity. Further, 
they were involved in biological processes such as defense response, response to stress and 
immune system function. 
In addition to those comparisons, 12 different enzymes relating to pod shattering and 
seed size metabolism have been observed in the result of Gene Ontology and KEGG enrichment 
analysis (Table 6). Eight of them, active pod dehiscence-related domestication genes, were coded 
by some DEGs for hydrolase and the ligase activity enzyme. The vast majority of them were up-
regulated in undomesticated soybean and one of them was down- regulated in this genome. These 
expression levels are considered to contribute to the shattering-susceptibility of wild soybean. 
The four other enzymes were involved in the seed size domestication trait. While one of those 
genes was up-regulated in the uncultivated type, three of them positively affected seed size and 
were up-regulated in domesticated soybean genome. Differentially, one of the genes contributes 
to enhancement of branching in the plant and is an undesirable characteristic reducing seed size 
and quality. Thus, we concluded, supported by Ali et al. (2006), that it has indirect negative 
effect on the seed size of soybean. 
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When biological network analysis results of this study are compared, with consideration 
only of the results of 0.05 significance level, it has been deduced that genes in G. max have more 
interaction than that of G. soja. As it can be seen from the cluster structure of DEGs in both 
accessions (Figure 15), the genes in the same clusters involving in common trait mechanisms in 
wild-type soybean are independent from each other. We have implicated that we could enhance 
or remove a trait from undomesticated soybean with minimal effect on other traits, as we 
discovered clusters influence specific traits only. However, the molecular mechanisms of DE 
genes in domesticated soybean are related closely, thus it may be hard to change some genes 
independently from the others. 
Although we used only 11 germplasm lines to minimize the time spent and to accomplish 
more in a short time, our results were approved and supported by previous studies` results. We 
suggest that future researches use a higher quantity of accessions and samples to prove and 
improve our findings. Even if the number of accessions cannot be enhanced, our results can be 
enough to examine and interpret from different perspectives. We believe that there must be some 
more comments or findings in our results waiting for being discovered to contribute to previous 
information about molecular mechanisms of crop domestication. Additionally, we were 
successful to annotate 1.255 DE genes, but failed to annotate the rest 148 transcripts and genes 
like qPDHI and qSHI. We are predicting those non-annotated genes have some more important 
characters involving in molecular mechanisms of plant domestication, and thus they need to be 
dissected and annotated properly. 
 Findings from this research demonstrated some genes, related to hydrolase activities that 
reduce lignin biosynthesis and pectin carbohydrate deposition in cell walls, play an important 
role in the molecular mechanisms of pod-shattering-related domestication traits. Previous studies 
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and our findings confirmed that those shatter-related hydrolases are enriched in the “extracellular 
region,” “membrane,” and “cytoplasm” in cells. Furthermore, although the expansin protein 
family has been previously expected to be involved in some different molecular mechanisms, 
our literature review showed that it has been for the first time evaluated in this thesis as an 
important cell wall tension inhibiter in the pods of soybeans. The cell wall tension relaxation 
aspect, as well as the significant findings mentioned above, highlight the value of this thesis in 
its contributions to the field. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Plants are needed to be well-known, particularly at the gene level, so that the increasing 
demand for high quality and quantity of food is met. For the soybean plant, the need to regain 
some lost genes or enhance the amount and effectiveness of genes influencing favorable traits, 
such as seed size and pod dehiscence, and the morphological and genomic diversity of 
domesticated and wild-type soybean has to be known well. 
This study has investigated differentially expressed genes between those two types of 
soybean with the aim of deciphering the molecular mechanisms of crop domestication by 
comparatively analyzing the transcriptome obtained from both types of soybean by means of 
some bioinformatical processes. Findings from this research have not only supported previous 
comparative gene level-studies` results about soybean domestication but also attained novel 
discoveries and aspects about those domestication-related traits. As a result of this study, between 
1,255 successfully annotated DEGs, some important genes have been recognized to have a high 
impact on those traits. Their roles in molecular activity in the cell have been partly demonstrated 
according to their GO ontology terms and KEGG metabolic enrichment pathways analysis 
results. 
However, it should be kept in mind that we still have 148 DEGs waiting to be 
annotated and our findings reveal the remarkable possibility of that some of them are 
involved in some molecular mechanisms of those domestication traits. Although this study has 
provided valuable information about soybean genome and domestication mechanism of plants, 
we highly encourage researchers to either repeat our research workflow with more biological  
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samples and replications or deeply evaluate and dissect our findings, because we strongly believe 
that the findings of this study have more meanings, findings and deductions than what we have 
concluded so far. Moreover, this study most likely will be widened and intensified for PhD 
dissertation and would be mostly utilized even for post- doctoral work. 
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